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The International Conference
on World Evangelism rapidly
approaches
Excitement mounts as
preparations begin
by Hannah, junior

F

airfax Baptist Temple will be hosting the
fifth annual International Conference on
World Evangelism Oct. 29-31.
The goal of ICWE is to stir the hearts of
Fundamental Independent Baptists regarding
the need to plant churches both here in America and around the world. The purpose of the
church is clearly spelled out in the Great
Commission, and the heart of the Great Commission is church planting around the world.
“The ICWE will help any student to have
a heightened awareness of the need to start
more churches around the globe. Whether the
conference helps you to pray better, to be
more aware of the needs in other countries, or
to consider the call of God upon your life, all
of us who attend the conference should have
our hearts made more like God’s as a result
of attending,” wrote Pastor Troy Calvert,
regarding the value of ICWE.
A vast amount of preparation goes into a
conference such as this to enable it to be a
time of spiritual renewal and Christian fellowship.
“We usually begin with letters to our
speakers and some advertising to get the
word out. Then that’s usually followed by
getting the information out in our Temple
Trumpet and other publications,” said Miss
Holt, church receptionist.
Founder and Pastor Emeritus of FBT, Dr.
Bud Calvert is the ICWE moderator. Many
FBT and FBTA staff help with the different
facets of ICWE, including Mr. Wall, who
arranges all the special music for the services,
and Mrs. Darby, who plans and prepares the
special food events.
Mr. Garneau handles the set-up of the
exhibitor tables and prepares the various
classrooms for the sessions, and Mr. D Wall
ensures audio and visual equipment in each
seminar classroom. Many people volunteer as

Students will assemble a robot from a Lego kit, and program it to perform specific tasks.

ushers, greeters, and nursery workers during
the different services. It is these people that
help in making ICWE a blessing to all those
who attend.
FBTA students also have a part in ICWE.
They have the opportunity to select which
seminar sessions they would enjoy attending.
Mrs. Niggl creates schedules for the students and teachers in addition to the coordination of what academic classes will be taken by the students in the afternoon hours on
Tuesday and Wednesday following ICWE.
Even though ICWE starts on Oct. 29,
school is closed that day as a result of a
teacher’s workday and the end of the first
quarter. However, students will be back to
school the next day and should plan to forego their usual morning classes to attend ICWE sessions.
Pastor Kyle Fannin, a former student of
FBTA, will be preaching during the opening
service on Monday at 7:00 p.m. Students
will attend the general assembly on Tuesday
morning at 9:00 a.m. followed by two seminar sessions at 10:00 and 10:50, and a general assembly at 11:45. Wednesday has a
similar schedule with the closing service at
7:00 p.m.
As the International Conference on
World Evangelism approaches quickly, it is
imperative that prayer be a vital part of this
conference. Please pray that God will encourage the preachers attending and stir men
and women to respond to His call.

It thinks on its own

BJU tech team gives FBT students crash course in
robot building
by Kyle, senior

O

n Friday, Nov. 2, the technology and
science team from Bob Jones University
will be coming to FBTA.
“We’re going to build a robot. Then, at the
end of our session, we’re going to show off to
our other classmates,” said Dan Wooster, BJU
chairman of the computer science department.
During the sessions from the BJU team,
students will break up into groups of three and
have the opportunity to build their very own
robot. They will be able to program the robot
to make it do certain things, such as following
a line or performing an action based on what
color it senses.
For example, one could program the robot
to determine if a ball is red or blue, and hit or
not hit the ball based on the color. Another
tool that could be used would be light sensors.
These sensors would allow the robot to track
and follow a straight line.
The robot will use a program based on two
numbers 1 and 0. If the robot senses what it is
supposed to, it will register as a 1. If not, a 0.
One mistake can ruin the program, but it is
very easy to reprogram and try it again.

Since the robots are not preassembled,
students will be able to design and build the
robot to their specifications, adding things
such as light and sound sensors. As the base
of the robot is built from a Lego kit, it is very
easy to assemble.
The project as a whole teaches great critical thinking skills, teamwork, and real life
application in the area of computer science.
More information is available on BJU’s
website at bju.edu/events/near-you/ministryteams/science.php

Elementary field trip fires educational fervor
The 5th-6th grade students visit Mt. Vernon

by Reagan, junior

O

n Oct. 19, 2012, the upper elementary students packed into the bus
destined for a field trip to George Washington’s home—Mount Vernon.
“I thought it would be boring at first,”
said Julie, 6th grade, “but when we got
there, we learned a lot of stuff.”
“I thought it was mountains, but instead we went to a museum and got to see
and learn,” said Jay, 6th grade.
“We went by the gate and passed by
the sheep, and it stinked!” said Edward, 5th
grade.
After the animals and outdoor activities, the students saw some videos of the
time period in the museum.
“We watched a Revolutionary War
movie,” said J.D., 6th grade.
“It [the video] was cool because they
used fake snow,” said John, 6th grade.
Students from 5th and 6th grade enjoy the opportunity of learning outside the classroom
during a field trip to George Washington’s home, Mt. Vernon.
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The human reenactments were quite
entertaining to the students.
“It was back in time, really old,” said
Caleb D, 6th grade.
“We saw a guy play the saw!” said
John, 5th grade.
But after all the animals, saw players,
and war movies, the best part of the trip
was the memories made by each class.
“I loved walking around with my
friends and learning more about them,”
said Hart, 6th grade.
“I liked seeing the house,” said
Stefanie, 6th grade.
“It was more fun than I thought,” said
Madison, 5th grade.
Though a field trip is still technically
a school day, it is a great way to learn
first-hand outside of the classroom.

A visit to
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This is not your
ordinary yogurt shop
by David, freshman

F

BTeens have a new favorite place to
visit while out on visitation.
It would be sweetFrog, “one of the fastest
growing brands of premium, all natural, selfserve yogurt restaurants,” according to their
web site. It’s a place where customers can
create their own combination of frozen yogurt, and top it off in the self-serve area with
any toppings they choose.
At sweetFrog, F.R.O.G. stands for Fully
Rely On God. Founded on the principles of
Christianity, sweetFrog wants to be a good
example and to have a positive attitude in the
world.

This frozen yogurt shop, sweetFrog, is not
just where you can eat yogurt, but where you
can hang out with friends and enjoy each other’s companionship.
“I like how you can choose a lot of different flavors,” said Gabby, 8th grade.
“It has more flavors and toppings than Tutti
frutti,” said Ricky, 8th grade.
“The cheesecake [yogurt] has so much
flavor,” said Hope, freshman.
“Raspberry-lemonade sorbet and JollyRancher sorbet [are my favorite flavors],” said
Adam, senior.
So come out to this new, phenomenal
hangout and enjoy some time with friends.

Pastor Calvert, David (freshman),
Dr. Calvert, and Nate (FBT graduate) relax in front of sweetFrog.

Beautiful changing seasons
by Kelsi Rae, junior

I

t’s that time of year again! When warm,
summer air disappears, and in its place
comes the cool, crisp breeze of fall. Sweaters,
jackets, scarves, and boots go back on the
shelves of our favorite stores and into the
halls of FBTA. Long summer days turn into
short, tiring ones filled with long nights of
homework, sports practices, and music lessons. The leaves change from green to bright
orange and subtle, warm red. That’s when fall
is here!
“I love fall because fall clothes are my
favorite. The weather starts getting cooler, but
I don’t like all the pumpkin-flavored stuff,”
said Mackenzie, junior.

“[I] get to wear hoodies and cardigans,
and I love the colors of the trees. Oh, and my
18th birthday is in November! I just love
fall!” said Emmie, senior, with a smile.
“I love to wear boots and jackets and
scarves,” said Gabby, senior.
“I love autumn for the feeling it imparts.
Everything seems to slow down and come
together,” said Keila, junior.
Fall means that Starbucks’ Pumpkin Spice
Latte is back, and sweaters and boots are here
to stay for a couple of months.
“I love all the colors because it is the first
thing my eyes are drawn to. It’s neat that God
would put all these beautiful colors together,”
said Miss Holt, church receptionist.

Fired up for the bonfire
FBTeens enjoy fall weather and fellowship
by Victoria, freshman

Emmie, senior, works on Chick-fil-A days with former students
Kimberly and Hannah, the Chick-fil-A cow.

Students find the right balance
Students learn how to handle work and school
while developing great time management skills
by Emmie, senior

A

s the 2012-2013 school year gets into
full swing, FBTA’s working students
learn how to manage their schedules.
Students can be found working at Chickfil-A, reffing soccer games on the weekends,
and even babysitting.
Students with a consistent work schedule
have very full plates. Collin, senior, believes
that when it comes to having a job, it’s all
about time management.
“I lose most of my weekends to refereeing, and soccer takes up most of my evenings, so . . . school has to be a priority,” said
Collin.
Study halls can be a key time for students
to get their work done.
“I try to get most of my work done in
study halls, so I don’t have a lot of homework

to do after games,” said Susannah, sophomore. Susannah, like Collin, can often be
found reffing soccer games on the weekends.
Though the balance of school and work
can sometimes be a struggle, students and
teachers often see the benefits reaped by their
hard work. It instills great work ethics into
students.
“Working a job can be a great learning
experience and gives a student motivation to
mature and work harder in their studies,” said
Bro. Boyd, youth director, commenting on
students who strive hard to do well in all areas
of life.
Though sometimes the balance between
school and work is challenging, most students
agree that learning to manage their time
properly and working hard far outweighs the
costs.

“It’s my favorite teen activity!” said Hope,
freshman.
“I look forward to the bonfire because fall
is my favorite season, and I love sitting outside next to a fire,” said Emmie, senior.
Every autumn, when the first leaf falls
and the wind begins to blow, the FBTeens
smell the excitement of the teen bonfire and
cookout in the brisk air. On Oct. 13, Mr. and
Mrs. Rodriguez graciously hosted the entire
youth group. Their house and lawn were
painstakingly prepared for fall activities, delicious food, fellowship, and a devotional.
The evening started off with football and
volleyball games. Later, bobbing for apples
brought out the teens’ competitive spirit even
more. The game was especially intriguing
after adding a new and unexpected twist.
“We put the apples in apple juice and apple sauce,” said Bro. Boyd.
“Bobbing for apples was so much fun,
and I got applesauce up my nose,” said Annie,
freshman.
Unfortunately, not all of the participants
had the same pleasing experience.
“Before I got an apple, all this nasty stuff
filled my mouth,” said Collin, sophomore,
grimacing.
“I stuck my face in all the way to the bottom!” said Alexis, 8th grade.
Mrs. Rodriguez planned for wheelbarrow
races. They became a free-for-all of fun and
laughs.
Mrs. Owen and Mr. Page spent all of Friday preparing a masterpiece of a meal. It consisted of chili, sour cream, rice, cheese, chips,
and lemonade to drink.
“I started cooking at 2:30, but I really enjoyed it,” said Mrs. Owen.
“Chili is an art, just like grilling,” said Mr.
Page.

After everyone had finished, Egla , junior,
and Chris, senior, got dressed up and stuffed
with hay. Their imitations of scarecrows were
quite accurate. Chris received the most votes
for the best-looking scarecrow.
“It was fun,” said Egla, “I got hay everywhere!”
Holding a leaf blower inches from the
teens’ faces secured plenty of fans and pictures.
“My favorite part was making my mouth
all big with the leaf blower,” said Veronica,
freshman.
Mr. Page and several other adults also
took pleasure in the face-blowing fun.
“The blower in the mouth was my favorite part, especially Leah and Mr. Owen,” said
Mr. Anastos with a hearty laugh.
The teens began wrapping up the evening
by roasting marshmallows, making s’mores,
and talking to each other.
“My favorite part was probably the
s’mores. I love roasting marshmallows,” said
Gabby, senior, enthusiastically.
Ricky, 8th grade, gave the devotional,
using some intense illustrations.
“The feeling of being thrown over the fire
was scary even though Brian still held on to
me,” states Matthew, 7th grade, after a mock
fight requested by Ricky to prove one of his
main points. In Hebrews, Ricky inspired and
encouraged all who were present.
“I’m glad that Bro. Boyd thought to ask
me to do it,” he said.
Bro. Boyd had 37 kids on the sign-up
sheet, but close to 65 pumped teens arrived
for the fun-packed event.
“I’m thankful that the Lord gave us this
place, and we can share it with you,” said
Mrs. Rodriguez, gracefully ending the funfilled evening.

State of the art

ODACS art 2013 brings a year of lasts and firsts
by Rebecca, sophomore

I

Timmy, sophomore, attempts to write legibly on Miss Roeske’s
Bamboo tablet . . . to no avail.
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Desk toys create
learning opportunities

Miss Roeske wins the “playground-desk” award
by Jenneth, sophomore

M

ost students fear being called up to a
teacher’s desk, but not in Miss Roeske’s class.
Her desk is a place from which her students can’t stay away. It’s covered with
“toys” that are played with, and sometimes
fought over, before class begins.
“I use them mostly for visual aids for
physics and calculus,” said Miss Roeske, who
teaches Algebra II, calculus, physics, 7th/8th
grade science, and 7th grade English.
The most-loved item on her desk is a
Newton’s Cradle toy — a contraption of metal marbles on strings. When one strikes another, it causes the last marble in line to
bounce away from the others. This marble
returns and strikes the ones in the middle,
causing the first to bounce away again. It is
rumored that some students have wasted
away staring at it for hours on end.
The runner-up is a Pinscreen toy — a
rectangle of hundreds of flat pins that leaves a
print of whatever is pressed into it, called
Pinart. Students like to stick in their fingers
and other items found around the class. The
first toy, Miss Roeske said, was used for
physics; the latter being used for calculus.

“A lot of the girls liked to put their faces
into it, but then I told them they had probably
swapped germs with every boy in the high
school every time they did it,” said Miss
Roeske. Disgusted, these anonymous girls
immediately ceased after they were enlightened with this horrid news.
Other items of interest on Miss Roeske’s
desk include a Tornado Tube — a mini tornado in a plastic tube of water. She also displays
her oldest toy, the “Complaint Department:
Push Here for Service” mouse trap, which she
said her dad fixed for her. Several of the students are afraid to touch it.
Miss Roeske also said she had a slinky in
her desk as well as a squirt gun for physics.
The walls in Miss Roeske’s classroom are
just a continuation of her desk. She’s decked
them out with glow-in-the-dark planets and
stars, has posted the Ten Commandments of
Math and the Mathitudes on her closest, and
proudly displays an algebraic clock next to
her door.
Students always appreciate when a teacher
goes the extra mile to make learning fun and
interesting.
Left: Pinscreen art. Right: Newton’s Cradle

n five months, a room
full of art pieces will
be closed off to the public to be judged for the
ODACS art competition.
But for now, the artists
are preparing.
The difference is that
this is the last year, Mrs.
Lewis, the art teacher,
will be helping.
“We have a fantastic
art teacher. She can take
someone who doesn’t
have skill for the category they’ve been picked
for and can still help
your artwork become
phenomenal and send it to Nationals. We are
going to deeply miss her. We’re hoping that
this last year will be our best year,” said Jenneth, sophomore polychromatic artist.
“She’s talented and knows what to do. It
helps to have her,” said Madison, sophomore,
acrylic artist.
“Art is a special ministry the Lord as
blessed me with. I’ve enjoyed getting to know
young people. A unique factor in this ministry
is the Godly kids that love the Lord, and seeing the Holy Spirit come and take the students
to another level — and seeing the painting
sometimes paint itself,” said Mrs. Lewis, art
teacher.
Mrs. Lewis has been a volunteer in helping
the art students in the ODACS competition for
21 years. She is also a tae kwon do referee.
Between volunteering at FBTA, taking art
classes to get updated techniques, and refereeing at tae kwon do tournaments, she gives an
“all or nothing” approach. She also emphasizes that its “not hours, but product” with her art
students as well.
Her art classes are also famous for their hot
chocolate and cookies. She started doing this
to help make a positive atmosphere for her
students.
“With just a packet of hot chocolate, it’s an
easy way to raise morale,” said Mrs. Lewis.
“My favorite part of art is putting on the
final touch — and using paint for the background; I get to let my creativity show,” said
Annie, freshman oil painter.
The artists for level III who have all competed in their respective fields before are Hannah, junior (monochromatic), Jenneth, sophomore (polychromatic), and Madison, sophomore (acrylic). Nikoli, senior (mixed media),
Crystal, sophomore (watercolor), and Annie,
freshman (oil), will be competing in their categories for the first time.

Mrs. Lewis’ art closet is stocked full of
everything an artist would need.

“I’m excited. Eager. I don’t know what
to expect though, so I’m waiting to start to
see what it’s like,” said Crystal.
Hannah and Madison both competed in
level III last year and earned a place at Nationals.
Competing in level II is Victoria, freshman (oil/acrylic), Elise, 8th grade (polychromatic), Gabby, 7th grade (watercolor),
and Leah, 7th grade (monochromatic). Some
of the others have competed in ODACS art
before but will be doing a different category
this year.
“It’s my first time [in watercolor], and
I’m excited to try something new,” said Gabby.
For elementary, level I, the artists are
Haston, 5th grade (oil/acryclic), Pearl, 4th
grade (watercolor), Selena, 4th grade (polychromatic), and Ashley, 4th grade (monochromatic).
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Fifteen and a half:
are you driving yet?

More and more students are now driving at FBTA
by Sarah, junior

L

Senior and junior licensed drivers gather at the senior’s parking spots in Collin’s truck.
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ook out! Here we come! The student
drivers are now taking over.
Many students already have their licenses
while some are just now getting their permits.
There is much involved in getting a permit.
A person must be fifteen and six months and
pass a vision screening and a two-part
knowledge exam at a Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV).
“I am very excited to get my permit,” said
Timmy, sophomore. “I have been studying
really hard and have taken over 20 tests online
already. I am ready to drive.”
Those seniors who have their licenses are
claiming their much-wanted senior parking
spots, while many juniors are parking nearby.
“The seniors enjoy the privilege of being
handed down a senior parking spot,” said
Nikoli, senior.
There are many challenges that come
along with driving in Virginia such as always

being aware of what is going on and having to
plan in extra time for traffic wherever you go.
While some are enjoying their privilege of
driving, others are not so fortunate.
“My parents have not allowed me to get
my permit yet,” says Kelsi, junior, “but on the
other hand, I really want to get it, and I think
they are going to let me get it soon.”
Driving brings many privileges and also
responsibility. It gives freedom to the students
to be able to do more things.
“Being able to drive has given me more
trust with my parents. They let me do more
things than I could do before I had my license.
I can go to more places, and now I do not
have to wait for them to take me,” said Chris,
senior.
Now that the seniors and juniors are getting their licenses, the upcoming sophomore
class is ready to get their permits—so be careful on the road!
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The excitement generated on the bench transferred to the court and gave the players added momentum.
Patriot fans enthusiastically cheer for the varsity girls during the intense match.
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Improvement revealed
through disappointment

The volleyball team plays with unity and enthusiasm
by Bethany, senior

“

W

e saw progress but didn’t cross the
finish line the way we wanted to,”
said Mr. Niggl, assistant varsity coach.
On Thursday, Oct. 4, the varsity volleyball team displayed heart and teamwork in
the game against the Evangel Eagles. The
match was decided in five hard-fought
games and resulted in Evangel taking the
final win. However, this loss marked much
improvement for the Lady Patriots and is
even viewed as a victory to not only the
players and coaches, but also to those
watching.
“It was the most exciting game ever!”
said Mackenzie, freshman, spectator at the
intense game. “I even lost my voice from
cheering so much.”
With the crowd cheering the girls on,
the team played with energy, and even
though they were tired, the girls pushed
through and gave their best effort up until
the last whistle.
“We got into Evangel’s head for a little
bit and started believing we could actually
win,” said Jenneth, sophomore, confidently.

The entire atmosphere in the gym was different than any other games played during the
season so far.
“An electricity of energy and excitement
from the adrenalin rush was on the court,” said
Dyck, reflecting back to what she personally
experienced.
“We played with way more enthusiasm, and
we felt the encouragement of the fans cheering
us on which helped us play better,” said Susannah, sophomore.
Not only did the spirit of everyone in the
gym contribute to the drastic improvement but
also the practices leading up to the intense
game.
“It really helped working on finding the
‘holes’ and being smart on the court,” said Sarah, junior. “We knew that if we out-smarted
them we would have a chance to win.”
After many losses leading up to the Evangel
game, the team finally “woke up” as Jenneth
said, passionately. Even though the Lady Patriots lost, the energy and encouragement brought
because of the match propelled the team to keep
working hard to try to obtain a spot in the state
tournament.
The girls experienced what working as a
team and playing hard feels like, and even
though the rest of the season resulted in a few
more disappointing losses, the team continued
to improve and is ready to progress further next
year.

Pumpkin Cream Cheese Cupcakes
by Camille, senior

H

ere is a great fall recipe that includes all the best scents and flavors of the season:
pumpkin, cinnamon, nutmeg, and ginger, along with the great taste of cream cheese
frosting! These tasty, spicy, warm cupcakes are so addicting! The aroma in your kitchen
is heavenly! If you would love to savor this scent after the cupcakes are gone, you could
always add a pumpkin pie-scented candle. Enjoy!

Cupcakes

To Make the Cupcakes

4 c. cake flour, sifted
1 tsp. baking soda
1 T. + 1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
2 tsps. ground cinnamon
1 T. ground ginger
1 tsp. nutmeg
¼ tsp. ground cloves
1 c. (2 sticks) unsalted butter, room temp
2½ c. packed light-brown sugar
4 large eggs
1 c. buttermilk
1½ c. canned pumpkin (not pie filling)

1. Preheat oven to 350°. Line standard
muffin tins with paper liners. Sift together flour, baking soda, baking powder, salt, and spices and set aside.
2. With electric mixer, cream butter and
brown sugar until pale and fluffy. Add
eggs, one at a time. Reduce to low and
add flour mixture alternating with buttermilk, beating until combined. Beat in
pumpkin.
3. Fill paper liners evenly. Bake until
golden brown, about 15 minutes. Cool
completely and frost.

Cream Cheese Frosting

To Make the Frosting

1 c. (2 sticks) unsalted butter, room temp
12 oz. cream cheese, room temperature
1 lb. (4 c.) confectioners’ sugar, sifted
1 tsp. vanilla extract

With electric mixer, beat butter and
cream cheese until fluffy. Reduce to
low and add sugar, ½ cup at a time, then
vanilla, and mix until combined.

Victoria, freshman, neatly places her things in her locker
for the end of the day while Jenneth, sophomore, takes in the sight.
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FBTA’s lucky lockers

You just might learn how hard it is to keep your
locker ship-shape
by Annie, freshman

A

ll junior and senior high students of
FBTA have a locker to hold their textbooks and other essentials for the day; but
over the years, locker decorating styles have
become more and more extravagant and outrageous. Some students have matching magnets, others delight in decorative duck tape,
and still others prefer a pack of pictures to
place in their space.
“I would have said baby lotion, but I’m
going to say that my ‘live’ chocolate kiss is
the best,” said Jessica, 7th grade, thinking over
the odd list of items she has in her locker,
including a mini chandelier.
“My favorite thing in my locker is my ‘I
love Costa Rica’ pen that’s also a magnet,”
said Hope, freshman, as she recalls the mission trip from this summer.
“Duct tape roses!” said Crystal, sophomore, when asked about her favorite item.
“Coming soon, the picture of Ryan Lochte. One week!” said Rebecca, sophomore.
“I have like, nothing,” said Colin, sophomore. “Probably a banana.”

“My goalie gloves!” said Timmy, sophomore, with an enthusiastically proud smile.
“The hidden flag in my locker,” said
Cheyenne, freshman, after thinking through
her objects.
“No clue. I have to check again,” said
Dan, sophomore, bluntly, after being asked
which item in his locker was the most random.
Some lockers are neat and tidy, but others
are a jumbled assortment of books, snacks,
and even shampoo. Most lockers are decorated with a mix of photo frames, neon magnets,
and smart phrases plastered on the interior of
their locker.
“To the future junior highers: always, always, always keep your locker neat and orderly. This will save you a lot of trouble,”
said Victoria, freshman, with a knowing
smile.
“Make it unique and part of you so that
when people see it, they know it’s yours,”
said Sarah, junior, giving a mini shout-out to
all the youngsters of our academy.

